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Sexy, Selling, 
Signature (S3) 
Topics Course

Ooh-La-La! 
Now that is a 
Sexy, Selling 

Signature 
Topic.
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Just like a sexy 
person turns 
heads, a sexy 

selling signature 
topic gets noticed.



Sexy exudes
confidence.   

Sexy has mastered
the art of (body)
language.   

Sexy is being, giving
and generous. 

Sexy grabs attention
– and keeps it.  

Sexy keeps ‘em
coming back for
more. 



What if you could generate a sexy, selling, 

signature topic that is so sexy it helps you 

stay booked all year?   

What if your signature topic drops jaws 

and makes people say “Wow! When is this 

Speaker available for my event?? " 

What if your topic was so sexy it sold you 

consistently? 

What would that do for your calendar? 

Your career? 

Your confidence? 

Your cash-flow? 

Let us tell you – it would 

do a lot! 



We’re here to walk you 

through the process, 

hold you accountable 

and see that you finish 

with at least one sexy, 

selling, signature title!  



First of all, it is important that you take your time 
when creating your marketing material and 
defining your topics followed by finding just the 
right title for them. 

Your topic title is going to sell you. 

Be creative. Be different. 

Do not use the same clichéd and boring topics like 
‘Get Stress Free in 30 Days’ or ‘How to Increase 
Your Sales by 50%’ or ‘Creating the Perfect Team’. 

These are not going to catch the eye of the hiring 
party and are really quite over-used. Do you even 
remember the titles you just read only a few lines 
before this one? 



Example: Lorette LaRoche, a speaker who specializes in 
stress, has created a program called Life is Short: 
Wear Your Party Pants. 

She did some research and creative thinking to put 
this topic title together. 

It catches the eye and entices the buyer to read more. 
That is what you want. Catch the eye of the reader 
immediately. 

Departing from the ordinary, speaking directly to 
your target market, and delivering a clearly different 
approach to your message, will intrigue the buyers to 
want to learn more. 

This leads to them contacting you for more 
information on booking you. You now have gone from 
cold leads, to warm ones. This is a key. Avoid the 
boring stuff at all costs, because if you don’t, it will 
end up costing you leads, time, success and revenue. 



Do a little research if you need to, 
but come up with an eye-catching, 
intriguing and awesome topic. 

Do not be afraid to be a standout. 

This is what will help you fill your 
schedule!  



You want to create a signature 

topic/presentation (perhaps two) and 

build your speaking business around this. 

  

Your books, eBooks, Podcasts, Webinars, 

Courses, and all your products and 

services are built on the foundation of 

your signature piece.  

Remain consistent and always be on target 

with your signature presentations.  

You will become known much more quickly 

and become more in demand sooner.  



 It is important to avoid jumping all over 

the place in order to offer 5-8 different 

topics.  

Especially avoid 

presenting with 

different subject 

matter or that 

which makes 

drastic changes 

necessary every 

month.  

This creates confusion in the buyers’ 

(planners’) minds and confused buyers do not 

buy or hire.  



 Choose wisely and carefully 

Follow your passions and 
strengths. 

You will be living this for a 
long time. 

You better love it. 



It is very important to have a clear message 
and offer only one or two signature 
presentations because this is what you will 
become known for. 

You can always change things a little and 
update the content to stay current; in fact, 
you would want to in order to stay fresh. 

However, it will remain fundamentally the 
same throughout your career 



You will have the time and energy you need 
to start creating your product/service 
empire. 

If you are all over the place with too many 
different topics, you will only be perceived 
as a generalist. 

Remember, this will only lead to confusion 
and anonymity, and those are poison to 
your speaking career. 



You want to become known as a 

specialist in your field. If you can 

accomplish this, then you will 

become the ‘Go-To’ expert that 

buyers will clamor for and compete 

to book. 

Remember :  

Continue to Lesson Two


